TRADITION TWELVE: Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place
principles before personalities.

Applying the first part of this tradition to my marriage threw me at first. If there is anonymity in
marriage, then there is no one there. Then I thought of something I heard someone share in another
fellowship. Anonymity expressed through selflessness is the spiritual foundation of our way of life as a
marriage partner. Ever reminding us to place principals before personalities; the main principal in a
loving relationship is unselfishness. Our greatest expression of love is to be of help to another (my
husband) and we can not do that if we are selfish.
I can listen to my husband with an open mind, not discounting just because he may not be agreeing
with me. I need to remember always that we are equal. I can still see the good and positive in him,
even when I also see his faults. When we are not on the “same page”, I work on not judging him. I
feel he truly listens to the content of what I am saying.
Tradition 12 reminds us to listen to what's being said, rather than getting distracted by
who's saying it. It's easy for me to be defensive or filter when my partner says
something because of my pre- conceived ideas or historical experience with my partner is,
what they think and what they know and don't know. God speaks through all of us, and if
I don't practice Tradition 12 in my intimate relationship, I could be missing an
important message from my Higher Power coming through my partner.
Personal Example: I almost missed a good business networking opportunity because I
forgot to practice Tradition 12 with my husband. Someone he plays on a sports team with
gave him a business card to give me from a friend who is in my industry. I assumed that
it wasn't worth following up because of the source! "How would they know, they're just a
bunch of guys running around playing hockey, they don't know my industry. Just because
this guy has a card doesn't mean he's a viable contact..." or so went my thinking. For 6
months this card sat on a pile on my desk. Finally, when my business was really slow, I
went through and called every person in my stack of cards out of shear boredom and
desperation. And what do you know, the guy who my husband's team mate referred to me
with a business card actually turned out to be an incredibly talented person and a very
valuable contact! Go figure.











